
NEWSLETTER

ARTS IN EDUCATION
Normally our six area schools have a whole year of  AIE events for our students. Our last 
newsletter captured the first semester of  AIE programming the for 2019-20 school year. 

When returning to school for the second semester, these are the AIE events that took 
place before the schools were closed due to the Covid-19 shut down. 

The OA hallways are coming alive with a 
collaboration between BAAC funded mu-
ralist, John McCoy, senior Anthony Alder-
son, and the Oldenburg Academy Art 
students.   Students are enhancing the 
wall outside the Chemistry Room on the 
second floor. The mural depicts the land-
scape around the Oldenburg community.

John McCoy is a Cincinnati/Northern Ken-
tucky based artist and nationally recog-
nized muralist.  Senior Anthony Alderson 
created the design for the mural as his 
senior capstone project. Anthony initiated 
the painting of  the mural and recruited 
many of  his fellow OA art students to par-
ticipate. 

Muralist John McCoy and students 
complete mural at Oldenburg Academy
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Durkin visits Batesville Primary School
First Grade students at Batesville Primary School 
created Henri Matisse inspired collages with 
guest artist, Patrick Durkin on February 21, 2020. 
Students learned that later in life, when Matisse 
was ill, he was no longer able to get out of bed to 
paint.  Therefore, his assistants painted paper for 
him and he used his scissors as his main art tool 
to create his most famous masterpieces.  Stu-
dents were able to learn this technique and how 
you can cut shapes and designs to create a suc-
cessful composition.  
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IRT actress visits BMS
One of the actresses from the IRT A Christmas 
Carol play came to visit our classrooms. She 
discussed many aspects of the play with our 
students. She discussed the different character 
roles with the kids and also shared pictures of the 
new costumes we would see when we went to 
the play. She shared with us her role in the play 
and explained what that meant to the class. Lastly, 
she had the kids act out a scene from A Christmas 
Carol for her which we had been reading in class 
in preparation of going to the IRT. She then gave 
the kids feedback on how they did as actors. It 
was a fun day and helped the kids make connec-
tions when we went to the play in Indy.   

Mrs. Raver visits St. Louis schools 
for a photography workshop
First Grade students at Batesville Primary School 
created Henri Matisse inspired collages with 
guest artist, Patrick Durkin on February 21, 2020. 
Students learned that later in life, when Matisse 
was ill, he was no longer able to get out of bed to 
paint.  Therefore, his assistants painted paper for 
him and he used his scissors as his main art tool 
to create his most famous masterpieces.  Stu-
dents were able to learn this technique and how 
you can cut shapes and designs to create a suc-
cessful composition.  
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Zumba at Batesville Primary School
Second Grade students at Batesville Primary 
School learned Zumba with guest, Laura Ault on 
February 21, 2020.  Zumba is an exercise fitness 
program created by Colombian dancer and cho-
reographer.  The students were so happy to learn 
a new, fun and exciting way to stay active through 
dance!   

Children's book illustrator, Jeffrey Ebbeler visited 
Mr. Hunteman's digital design classes. He pre-
sented the students with his career and shared 
experiences that he had along the way develop-
ing his skills in illustration. He described his pro-
cess of making his unique artwork and told 
stories of previous many projects from all the 
books that he's worked on. Students received 
pointers in the creative process which will directly 
effect their current art projects in class. Jeff 
shared a digital art file with the students that they 
were able to work with in Photoshop which came 
from his most recent story book. We greatly 
appreciated getting an artist to come in with so 
much passion and knowledge to share with our 
students. 

Jeffrey Ebbeler visits Batesville High School

Paul O Kelly visits St. Louis School
Paul O Kelly from the Serious O Sillies company  
gave a juggling performance to the entire school. 
The performance was then followed up with 
juggling classes for all grades as he explained how 
to learn any art using the learning ladder that he 
talked about in his presentation.  The students were 
very excited and eager to learn. Many students 
were able to actually begin to juggle after the 
hands-on classes he provided.  Below are some 
pictures from the day long event.  
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Alyssa Krekler - 
Highest Honor - Trophy

Ingrid Tuveson - 
Highest Honor - Trophy

Anthony Anderson - 
Highest Honor - Trophy

Ruth Heile - 
Highest Honor - Trophy

Please visit 
www.baacindiana.org to see more 
visual art pieces and videos of our 
drama and music winners from our 

BAAC Young Artist Showcase. 4

YOUNG ARTIST SHOWCASE
Zoe Eckstein - Honorable Mention - Ribbon

The Young Artist Showcase, sponsored by the Batesville Area Arts Council, honors students 
in grades 6-12 for accomplishments in six arts areas: drama, music, art, dance, video, and 

writing.  While some events took place in the fall and winter of  the 2019-2020 school year, 
others that were scheduled for the spring were interrupted by COVID-19 and may not have 

been able to take place as planned. The video and dance contests were canceled, and some 
schools were not able to have all the YAS programs completed.  Students listed as award 

winners below will receive their trophies and ribbons in the fall. 
Batesville High School
Drama
   Trophy: Ciera Belter
   Ribbons: Abby Blomer, Cody Champion, Chase             
   Cummings, Landon Gutzwiller, and 
   Aidan Jennewein
Music
  Ribbons: Ryland Palmer and Kayla Stone
Visual arts
  Ribbons: Zoe Eckstein and Bella Shields

Oldenburg Academy
Drama
  Trophies: Owen Hudepohl and Eric Williamson
  Ribbons: Dylan Fledderman, Owen Hudepohl, 
  Grace Mack, Sarah Price, and Sophie Wesseler
Music
   Trophies: Dylan Fledderman (two), Ruth Heile +    
   Lingshan Liu, and Alyssa Wanstrath
   Ribbons: OA String Ensemble, Anthony Alderson, 
Owen Hudepohl, Lingshan Liu, Grace Mack, and 
  Justine Stenger
Visual arts
  Trophies: Anthony Alderson, Ruth Heile, 
  Madelyn Henry, Alyssa Krekeler, and 
  Sophie Wesseler
  Ribbons: Anthony Alderson, Isabelle Hornbach,            
  Anna Hudepohl, Matt Miller, Zoie Pflum, 
  Taryn Rodgers, 
  Owen Russell, Sophie Wesseler, and Luke Yunger
Creative Writing
  Ribbon: Josh Newman

St. Louis School
Visual arts
   Trophies: Roman Raab and Ingrid Tuveson
   Ribbons: Felicity Brelage, Sullivan Hill, 
   Ethan Rahschulte, Hank Ritter, and Kate Weber
Creative writing
   Trophies: Megan Batta
   Ribbons: Sady Hirt, Paul Meer, Connor Miles, 
   Madison Wanstrath, and Abbey Wuestefeld

Batesville Middle School
Drama
   Trophy: Isaac Trossman
   Ribbons: Jordan Dryer and Shanna Smith
Music
   Trophy: Olivia Phebus
   Ribbon: Lily Gellenbeck
Creative Writing
   Trophy: Emma Miller
   Ribbons: Abigail Hartz and Megan Siefert
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HeART & Sole 
National Endowment for the Arts and ARTWORKS
Our Town Grant

HeART & Sole Batesville serves as an art-based civic engagement process that promotes 
downtown Batesville and is intended to engage audiences of  all ages. The HeART and Sole 
initiative seeks to build upon the successes of  recently completed public art and placemak-
ing projects. This project's focus will be to continue to enliven downtown Batesville by 
building the concept and design for a Living Walnut Street Corridor, which includes a plan 
for streetscape transformation with a public art component. The project aligns with initia-
tives identified by the community, Batesville Main Street the City of  Batesville's strategic 
plan for attracting investment and creating a more vibrant and thriving downtown. 

The landscape component of  this plan is 90 % complete. The design concept for Walnut 
Street is 90 % complete. The Public Art installation in downtown Batesville is the process. 
We had 140 applicants from all over the world apply for the National Call for Entries. The 
selection team has narrowed the field to 10 finalists and their proposals were due August 
17, 2020. These final proposals will undergo an interview with the Public Art Selection team 
and the best proposal will be announced. All artwork will be completed at the latest by Sep-
tember, 1, 2021 and a ribbon cutting ceremony with media will take place. 

The deadline for the completion of  all three phases is September 30, 2021. 
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ANNUAL MEETING
Due to virus concerns, we will not be hosting an in-person annual meeting this year. 

We do invite you to our website: www.baacindiana.org to view our "annual meeting video"!  
As always, we appreciate YOU and your generous support of the BAAC. 

We hope you view the video to see our annual awards of very deserving individuals and 
organizations/businesses.  Also check in to see what this year's programming hopefully brings. 
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ARTS IN EDUCATION AWARD
The BAAC is honored to present the 2020 Arts in Education Award to Anne 
Amrhein. Recently retired, Anne truly exemplified the spirit of Arts on Educa-
tion throughout her career. The goal of the AIE Program is to enrich the educa-
tional experiences and lives of the students and teachers in the Batesville 
schools by bringing a variety of professional artists into the schools to integrate 
the arts into the existing school curricula. This arts-curricula integration allows 
students to have hands-on, three-dimensional experiences that involve all the 
senses, and create learning experiences students will long remember.
As the school coordinator for BIS, Anne worked with all teachers to ensure the 
AIE funds were truly embedded into the curriculum and students' lives. Year 
after year, she gave students opportunities to discover and explore unknown 
talents, to see themselves in a new light, to develop their creative 
and intellectual potential, and to simply experience art, of all  kinds, in a safe and supportive environ-
ment.  Anne was very talented at finding wonderful artists and programs to bring to BIS and then coordi-
nated her efforts to share with the other Batesville schools.  Anne served on the BAAC board for many 
years and is a loyal friend to our organization.
 It is a special opportunity to recognize a true champion of the AIE program, Anne Amrhein.

VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR AWARD
Jacob is an incredibly hardworking, determined, and creative young man. 
While in high school, Jacob served as a BAAC Social Media Intern for two 
years and helped create a thriving social media environment for our organiza-
tion. His videos and graphics not only enhanced our social media pages, but 
also the Annual Art Auction and other BAAC endeavors. Jacob created our 
first video shown at the auction which truly captured what the Arts in Educa-
tion does for our students and teachers. Jacob’s work ethic and talent have 
landed him a media internship in LA, so we’re proud to say we “knew him 
before he was famous!" He’s going places! The BAAC is proud to give Jacob 
the 2020 Volunteer of the Year Award.



Congratulations to this year’s winners!
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ORGANIZATION OF THE YEAR AWARD
Since its founding in 1998, the Joan and John Hillenbrand VISION 
FUND for Innovation has been supporting the Arts in the Bates-
ville Schools in a big way. Over the past twenty-two years, the 
VISION FUND has awarded $400,000 worth of mostly arts-re
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Joan and John Hillenbrand
VISION FUND for Innovation

lated grants to teachers in the Batesville Community Schools to use for innovative and creative projects 
that would not be covered by regular school budgets.
VISION grants have enabled the schools to bring nationally renowned, culturally diverse, and award-win-
ning authors, musicians, artists, and other visionaries into our community on a level unknown in other small 
towns. Students have been able to interact with, be motivated by, and
learn from some of the best artistic talent in the country. Engaging with accomplished writers, musicians 
and artists of different races and cultures has helped students enlarge their world view beyond Batesville’s 
borders and realize that there are no limits to what they can do. VISION projects have filled the schools 
with stunning murals, sculptures, mosaics, cutting edge music, reading, math, history, language and 
science programs, gardens, books, sophisticated
technology equipment, drama productions, videos, photography and many other unique and creative 
products that not only teach, but beautify the schools and the entire community.
Through VISION funding, the Batesville schools have developed cutting-edge programs that are so inno-
vative most colleges do not even have them and has enabled our schools to be consistently ranked 
among the top schools in the state.
The BAAC is proud to present the Organization of the Year Award to the Joan and John Hillenbrand 
VISION FUND for Innovation with gratitude for all it has done to enrich the lives of students and teachers in 
the Batesville schools and community.

BUSINESS OF THE YEAR AWARD
The BAAC realizes the importance of collaboration and being a 
part of the fabric of the community especially in a small rural town.  
We are thankful for the continued and generous support of 
Hillenbrand, Inc / Batesville and this year would like to recognize 
them as our Business of the Year.
We have had continual support from these two locally based companies 
over the years. Apart from being high level sponsors of our only 
fundraiser, the Annual Art Auction, a few years ago BAAC was also the 
focus of the Hillenbrand One Campaign. Through this campaign a local 
film festival was brought to downtown Batesville at the Gibson.  Together, we also embarked on a three 
year contract with the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra for a Star Spangled Independence Celebration 
where the entire ISO played at Gillespie Park topped off with a grand finale of fireworks set to music. This 
event was free to the surrounding  region and our community . We have collaborated with Hillenbrand, Inc 
/ Batesville on IU CRE, the International Violin Competition, Magician Stephen Bargatze, Emmy Award 
Winner Tyron Cooper and other  traveling performances through the ISO.
If we are fortunate, this relationship will continue well Into the future to ensure arts and cultural experienc-
es flourish in the Batesville community and schools allowing Batesville to continue to offer big things in a 
small town.  
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PRESIDENT’S AWARD
From our president Leon Enneking, “As someone who has written, applied 
for, received, and gotten rejected for many grants (both big and small), I 
cannot express the gratitude I feel for a very successful grant application. It 
speaks to the quality of the writing (and the writer). As the outgoing presi-
dent of the BAAC, and on behalf of the organization and the many commu-
nity programs we support, I want to congratulate Barb Greene for her effort 
and diligence in acquiring for the Batesville Area Arts Council (aka RAA) 
$50,000 through the  Indiana Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security 
(CARES) Act. The total number of grants in Indiana was 12. The BAAC decid-
ed we should submit the grant about a week before it was due and Barb did 
it! Before Barb was BAAC’s Grant Writer, she served on the board for MANY 
years as the treasurer. Both of these positions are not only vital to our exis-
tence but are also very time consuming. All of the hours spent are voluntary. 
Barb has been a loyal supporter, friend and worker for the BAAC and her 
expertise has been invaluable. Thank you Barb and as a token of our appre-
ciation I present you with the 2020 President’s award.” 

 

AUGUST 2020 BATESVILLE AREA ARTS COUNCIL

We thank Leon Enneking for his service as BAAC's outgoing president. Leon has been very active with the 
BAAC especially on the education side through the Arts In Education program while teaching music at 
Batesville Middle School. He has been a loyal supporter and great friend. Ethel Rodriguez will step out of 
the vice president role into the president for the coming 2020-2021 year. (BAAC's year runs from August to 
August- consistent with the school year)

The BAAC is happy to welcome our newest board member, and 
vice-president, Kendra Basler.

After growing up in Batesville, Kendra has lived in both rural and urban 
communities from Indiana to California.  She is delighted to be back in 
Batesville and settled with her husband and 3 children in the community 
that she always felt was home.  Kendra holds a degree in engineering and 
currently consults for the medical device industry.  Kendra loves to travel 
and when she is home, she enjoys building, restoring and repurposing 
furniture, painting, crafting, interior design, and graphic design.  Kendra 
and her family also enjoy supporting, watching, and participating in live 
theatrical and musical productions.
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Batesville Farmer’s Market 
Music Wednesday & Saturday

Please see our website for date & times

BHS AuditoriumSummer 2021

Sleeping Beauty
Batesville High School Auditorium

Performances:

Summer 2021

Admission:  Adults $5, students (18 and under) are free

Prairie Fire Children’s Theatre Camp: Summer 2021



My time as president of the BAAC reminds me of teaching middle school: feeling great about a student 
who is struggling in other classes but is a leader in mine, or having to change the lesson while teaching it 
due to some unexpected event, or having a drill (pick your favorite-fire, disaster, lock down, shooter) right 
when the students were really into the material.

The BAAC supports the arts in the community no matter what arises! A quick look at the past year: we 
again sponsored musicians ( Bryce Mullins, Miss Shannon’s students, Matthew Lamping and Marisa Fullen-
kamp) to play at the Farmer’s Market. Street chalk artist , David Zinn, shared his gifts with the schools and 
our community.  We funded musicians for the Fiesta Hispana bringing folklore “Trio deColores” and salsa 
“Tropicante” to support our community outreach. Another group we partner with is the Batesville Memorial 
Public Library. Their “After Hours” concert series brings a wide variety of musical experiences to a dedicat-
ed group of listeners. From August 2019 to February 2020 we heard Captain Dan Mobley, Jake Speed & 
the Freddies (Applefest concert at Liberty Park), Ceol Mohr, Basement Brass Quintet, Lee Murdock , and in 
2020, The Islanders.

The BAAC again brought the Boar’s Head to Oldenburg. A great tradition was continued and held in Holy 
Family Church in December.

The main support the BAAC gives is to the Arts in Education program in the schools. It is how we started 
and has enriched the learning experiences of all students through the master artists they have come to 
know. (Check the AIE section in the most recent newsletter to learn who was here the last semester of the 
2019-2020 school year. Also visit our website: www.baacindiana.org to see our history of AIE program-
ming) 

The Annual BAAC Art Auction was a success thanks to your generous support. (Glad we got it in before the 
pandemic hit.) Unfortunately many events were canceled due to Covid-19: the Purdue Varsity Glee Club, 
“Shrek the Musical”, Batesville Music and Arts Day, “Sleeping Beauty” with the Prairie Fire Children’s The-
atre, and now our BAAC annual meeting.

As an organization, we are committed to continue our support for the arts in our community. Through the 
innovative thinking and hard work of several individuals, we brought several online concerts to you featur-
ing artists Morgan Kramer, Derek Foster, Jessie Strassel, Matthew Lamping , and Tim Mattingly.

 The Young Artists Showcase, which highlights the achievements of young musicians, visual artists, dancers, 
writers, and actors/actresses became an online event also. 

The Community Art Show went digital, and although there is no substitute for seeing the art in person, it 
was a success sharing local artists’ talent for your enjoyment.
 
Exploring other ways to support the community, BAAC partnered with Kids Discovery Factory in providing 
engineering and art kits to students, helped the Batesville Historical Society with the “Sip and Stroll”, con-
tributed to our heritage with the “Octoberfest” at the Sherman, and helped narrow the HeART and Sole 
finalists for the art installation in Batesville.

I encourage everyone to become an active member of BAAC and challenge all to help add your friends 
and neighbors to our group. I have enjoyed my time as president and am convinced that the arts are vital 
to our schools and community.

Thank you!

A letter from our outgoing president,Leon Enneking

2019-2020BAAC YEAR IN REVIEW
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THANK YOUMEMBER APPRECIATION

BRAVO

Kendra and John Basler
Rodney and Roberta Brandes
Bill and Denise Hillenbrand
Brad and Tina Longstreth

Jolene Rockwood

ENCORE
Kent and Barb Nettnay
Joe and Anne Raver

PATRON

PLATINUM
Chris and Laura Ault
Todd and Roberta Cook
Bill and Celeste Cutter
Jeff and Sarah Day
Keith and Christy Moenter
David and Nancy Mullen
Mike and Mary Robertson
Mark and Regina Siefert
Del and Vonni Williamson
Giesting Financial
Beta Sigma Phi-Theta Nu Sorority 

GOLD
Trent and Carla Austin
Schmidt Bakery
Kenneth and Anne Baran
Steve and Stephanie Bauer
Greg and Rachael Berkemeier
Scott and Elizabeth Billingsley
George and Pat Brinkmoeller
Bob and Amy Buckley
Mike and Mary K Cambron
Dave and Julie Cox
Allen and Jane Craig
Richard and Carolyn Dieckmann
Dr. Tom Decilles and 
  Dr. Jean Beischel
Donald Dickey and 
  Elaine Brouillette
Leon and Jayne Enneking
Kurt and Beth Enneking
Jim and Kathy Fangman
Eric and Stephanie Feller
Barbara Fitch
Jake and Nancy Flannery

Donovan and Kate Freeland
Dr. Mark and Debbie Gardner
Matt and Mary Gehring
Curtis and Andrea Gillman
Lance and Ronda Green
TJ and Barb Greene
Eric and Sarah Heppner
Tom and Mary Horninger
John and Janna Irrgang
Paul and Krista Ketcham
Gene and Wende Lambert
Rick and Sandy Lindemann
John and Angela Linville
Mary Jo Mahle
Dan and Mary Mattingly
Kevin and Amber McGuire
Todd and Kayla Pinckley
Martin and Ethel Rodriguez
Smitty and Connie Rozman
Jim and Maureen Saner
Bill and Claudia Stoner
Ken and Debbie Wanstrath
Brad and Carrie Weberding

Jim and Judy Amos
Lyle and Sharon Amrhein
Jerry and Leacarol Bennett
Tim and Kathleen Bohman
Ray and Joann Call
Andrew Cambron
George and Judith Durham
Dick and Cindy Feller
Dan and Nancy Fischmer
Gary and Barbara Foster
Nelson and Nan French
Eric and Melanie Fullenkamp
Tom and Susan Glaser
Dan and Elizabeth Hall
Dennis and Connie Harmeyer
Mark and Chris Heckman
Jim and Mary Jo Heppner
Charlie and Elaine Howell
Tim and Trish Hunter
Arnie and Susie Kirschner
John and Joan Kuhlman
Rodger and Taaron Meyers
Jon and Melissa Moenter
Tony and Pat Moster
Doug and Sarah Obermeyer
Mike and Diane Rathburn

SILVER

Andy and Jen Saner
Denis and Patricia Schrank
Sue Siefert
Jeanne Siefert
Matt and Marcie Trossman
Jeff and Melissa Tucker
Matt and Dee Wehr
Andrew and Eleen Weisenbach
Dennis and Andrea Westerfeld
Charlie and Jill Zimmerman
Heartwood Manufacturing, LLC

Dale and Anne Amrhein
Thomas and Lisa Barnett
Dathan and Laura Beaver
Richard and Wilda Jean Becker
Lindsay and William Belew
James and Kim Bender
Charlotte Wittekind and 
  Bill Schoenberger
Dan and Kristen Biltz
Jim and Debi Black
Dennis and Betty Bourquein 
Tom and Rita Cassidy
Denise Chambers
Brian and Joeline Chipps
Amber Cochran
Nathaniel and Abby Coffey
Toni Cummings
Cliff and Katherine Dahl
Robert Dorsey
Laura Dunbar
Greg and Colette Durham
Robert and Ann Edwards
Clifton and Kellie Elston
Bob Erne
Lori Feldbauer
Joseph and Sarah Feldmann
Leah Filice
David and Wauneta Fischmer
David and Amy Fledderman
Eric and Meghan Fledderman
Paul and Laura Freese
Dan and Maria Fullenkamp
Teri Gardner
Aaron and Jenni Garrett
Scott and Lisa Gausman
Chris and Laura Geis
Al Geis
Terry and Joan Geisen

FAMILY
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THANK YOU

Level of MembershipP.O. Box 307
Batesville, IN. 47006
BAACIndiana.org

My name

My address

My phone number

My e-mail

Please mark your preference as to how to receive your 
copy of our newsletter.              

            Enclosed is my renewal of:

 Bravo,  $2,000  Gold, $100        

 Encore,  $1000 Silver, $50      

 Patron, $500  Member, $25  

 Platinum, $250 
 
  
       
     
       
 

Online payment available at www.baacindiana.org.
 

 My check payable to BAAC, is enclosed.

Please bill my       VISA      DISCOVER       MC      AMEX

Card #

Card Expires           /
 

AREA ARTS COUNCIL
BATESVILLE

Sign me up to join the BAAC volunteer team!

Print        Email CVV

JOIN OR RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP TODAY!

Mary Gellert
John and Jennifer Goewert
Ken Gole
Larry and Beth Gutzwiller
Kathy Gutzwiller
George and Judy Hagan
Al and Norma Hartman
Ted and Ginny Hartshorn
Gary and Amy Hawkins
Brandy Hicks
Mr. George M. Hillenbrand, II
Bonita Holzbacher
Brad and Tricia Jennewein 
BJ and Lisa Kelley
Lee and Jo Ann Kuhlman
Tim and Marianne Lambert
Don and Beth Lamping
Carlos and Lois Luken
Daniel and Alexandra Mahrer
Thom and Leeanne Maltbie
Adam and Brooke Maple
Chuck and Mary Anne Martz
Jason and Melanie McClain

Naomi Melia
Ted and Judy Meyer
Dave and Stephanie Meyer
Andrea Meyer
Phillip and Lynn Miller
Brenda Moorman
Vince and Marcy Moster
Shannon Mullins
Sharon Mulvaney
Pete and Cathy Nolan
Nick and Lauren Parcell
Kenny and Debbie Pfeiffer
Henry and Linda Pictor
Jim and Marjorie Powell
Joe and Jean Ralston
Paula Rasnick
Gene and Joannie Ritter
John and Laurie Rodgers
Tommy and Traci Rowlett
Ryan and Jennifer Schebler
Louis and Pam Scheele
Rob and Lisa Schrand
Gary and Lois Schrott
John and Charmian Seright

FAMILY continued Mark and Tina Siebert
Shawnn and Diana Storms
John and Marge Strange
Eric and Tiffany Vanderpool
Arlene Wachsmann
Shirley Waldron 
Margie Walke
Robert and Mary Anne Walsman
Jeff and Chiu Washburn
Rob and Candy Washburn
Pat and Chris Weigel
Daniel and Lisa Weisbrod
Rosemary Wenning
Brandon and Jessica Wiedeman
Chad and Sarah Wilhelm
Gerald Williams
Margaret Wilson
Jane Yorn
Rheadawn Young 

Thank you BAAC members for 
your continued generosity and support!

To check on your membership status or for any other questions, please email admin@baacindiana.org.



            Enclosed is my renewal of:

 Bravo,  $2,000  Gold, $100        

 Encore,  $1000 Silver, $50      

 Patron, $500  Member, $25  

 Platinum, $250 
 
  
       
     
       
 

Online payment available at www.baacindiana.org.
 

Return Address Requested


